


PRESIDENT’S PRIZE WINNER
Al Mafraq Hospital, UAE

Al Massa / International Decor

I am pleased to introduce the 9th edition of the Saint-Gobain Gypsum International 
Trophy competition. Established in 1998, our unique, global biennial awards programme 
has developed considerably over the past 16 years. We have strived to continuously adapt 
and grow to the changing world by welcoming new countries to the event and adding new 
categories to recognize various skillsets.
In this book, you will discover the work of the highly skilled interior construction professionals 
from 33 countries and 5 continents. 
The commitment of these skilled professionals is reflected by their investment in training, 
transmission of traditional skills, development of project management skills, and field specialisation 
such as acoustics & fire protection. Their successful adoption of innovative and increasingly high 
performance systems and technologies, contributes to driving the standards in our industry. 
Congratulations to the winners of this edition. They have once again demonstrated their skills and 
abilities to meet architects’ and clients’ rigorous designs and performance criteria, comply with building 
regulations, and fulfil current and future expectations for sustainable, aesthetic, comfortable, safe, 
modular interiors. 
This edition of the competition showcases Saint-Gobain’s leadership in providing innovative and sustainable 
solutions for the building challenges of today and tomorrow. An extensive range of products and systems, 
was used across a wide spectrum of projects: restoration of heritage buildings, construction or re-design of 
world class sporting, music and leisure sites, offices & commercial showrooms, hotels, commercial centres, 
community buildings, hospitals, universities, private homes and multi-storey residential complexes. 
For the first time this year we have introduced sustainability in our judging criteria. Our commitment is 
to minimize the environmental impact of our products and systems over their life cycle and to improve the 
comfort of the installers and end users. This clearly reflects Saint-Gobain’s ambition to become “the reference 
in Sustainable Habitat”. 
And we have also introduced a new discretionary President’s award, which will be presented to the contractor 
whose work on their project is most reflective of the overall strategy of the Gypsum Activity. The award category 
will be announced the night of the Saint-Gobain Gypsum International Trophy. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continuing support of this international programme and for 
making Saint-Gobain Gypsum what it is today, the undisputed and innovative leader of your industry.

Claude-Alain Tardy
President Gypsum Activity, 
Construction Products Sector



On behalf of Rigips Germany, I am delighted to introduce the 9th edition of the Saint-
Gobain Gypsum International Trophy competition. Thank you to everyone for your efforts 

and expertise which made this year’s event truly special. We were excited to host the 
international event and to have the opportunity to welcome over 450 guests from almost 40 

countries to Berlin on June 6, 2014.
For the first time this year, this international event was truly global. 33 countries represented 

almost 100 construction projects in the 6 award categories.
Over the course of two days we enjoyed a full and entertaining programme which allowed for a 

real international exchange of ideas, techniques and state-of-the-art projects. It was also a joyful 
and inspiring time as we celebrated the high level of professional craftsmanship, the winners and 

their projects. A pre-event exhibition allowed the contractors to discover the competing projects and 
exchange best practices. This also provided an opportunity to present a participation award to each 

of the 2014 finalists in recognition of the high standard of work required to reach the international 
stage. That evening, the gala dinner was the perfect occasion to recognise and award the world’s best 

drywall and plastering contractors.
The high quality of workmanship and the level of technical performance achieved in the competing 

buildings were all very impressive. They clearly underline the major benefits high performance drywall 
systems offer when installed by skilled professionals and show the enormous future potential of our 

light-weight construction solutions. It is up to us, to make the best of it. I look forward to the subsequent 
Saint-Gobain International Trophy events and wish all those involved the every success to continually make 

it truly unique and outstanding. 
It was a pleasure welcoming you here in Germany and I would like to take this opportunity to once again 

congratulate the Grand Prix and Category Winners.

Werner Hansmann
Managing Director
Saint-Gobain Rigips Germany



PLASTER CATEGORY

INNOVATION & SUSTAINABILITY CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL CATEGORY

Argentina 44

Austria 62

Austria 98
Belgium  GRAND PRIX WINNER 100
Canada 102

Brazil 64
China 66
France  WINNER 68
Germany 70
Ireland 72
Italy 74
Montenegro 76
Netherlands 78
Poland 80
Romania 82
Russia 84
Serbia 86
Spain 88
Sweden 90
UK 92
USA  RUNNER UP 94

Belgium 46
France  WINNER 48
Italy 50
Montenegro 52
Serbia 54
Spain 56
UK  RUNNER UP 58

Netherlands  RUNNER UP 26
Poland 28
Romania  30
Serbia 32
Slovakia 34
Spain 36
Switzerland 38
UK 40

104Finland
Germany 106
India 108

SEGMENT SOLUTIONS CATEGORY

Montenegro 110
Poland 112
Romania 114
Russia 116
Serbia 118
South Africa  WINNER 120
Spain  RUNNER UP 122
Thailand 124
UK 126

Austria 130
Belgium 132
Denmark 134
France  WINNER 136
Germany 138
India 140
Ireland  RUNNER UP 142
Italy 144
Montenegro 146
Poland 148
Romania 150
Serbia 152
Spain 154
Thailand 156
Turkey 158

RESIDENTIAL CATEGORY
UK 162

Belgium 166
Brazil 168
Czech Republic 170
France 172
Germany 174
Italy 176
Malaysia  RUNNER UP 178
Montenegro 180
Netherlands 182
Norway 184
Serbia 186
Spain  WINNER 188
UK 190

Acoustic Insulation

Recycling Certified

Indoor Air Quality

Impact Resistant

Fire Protection

Break-in Resistant

Sustainability

Structurally Validated

Smooth Manual Finish

Site Productivity Gain

Speech Intelligibility

Economic

Energy Efficient

Smooth Mechanical Finish

Light Weight Easy to Transport

Light Weight Easy to Transport

C A T E G O R Y  I N D E X
 PLASTERBOARD CATEGORY

Moisture Resistant

Austria 8
Belgium 10
Brazil 12
Croatia 14
Czech Republic 16
France 18
Germany  WINNER 20
India 22
Ireland  24

4 5

UAE  PRESIDENT’S PRIZE WINNER 160



CATEGORY WINNER
German Theatre, Germany
TM Ausbau GmbH

PLASTERBOARD CATEGORY
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Baierl & Demmelhuber Innenausbau GmbH

SPECIALITY : Complete turnkey remodeling, electrical 
work, HVAC, furnishing, floors, paintwork, facade

FOUNDED : 1964
MAIL : info@demmelhuber.de 

   Vösendorf/Vienna, AUSTRIA

ATP WIEN PLANUNGS GMBH

“THE NEW SCS”

Home to over 330 retail outlets on a total of 173,000 square meters of roofed shopping space, the shopping city 
Sued shopping center (SCS) is not only the biggest of its kind in Austria but also ranks among the largest malls 
within all of Europe. After the center had been continuously operated for almost 40 years, its new owner opted 
for a comprehensive facelift of all public areas. Following the interior design plans by the architectural office ATP 
Architekten und Ingenieure, the center’s layout was remodeled to resemble a park area with a number of shopping 
routes intersecting with open spaces. For shoppers, the impression of strolling through a park has been heightened 
thanks to additional plantings, organic design and the installation of roof light strips that ensures natural lighting 
throughout most of the shopping center.
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   Westvleteren, BELGIUM

AWG ARCHITECTEN  & KOPLAMP ARCHITECTEN

CISTERCIAN ABBEY 

The Cistercian Abbey was founded in Westvleteren in 1831 and is home to 26 monks. Given the dynamics in the Abbey, 
the monastery had to be adapted to suit the current and future needs of the community, including private rooms 
to replace the shared dormitory as well as well-equipped sick rooms. There were also large cracks and subsidence 
in part of the buildings, which needed urgent repair. 
A new monastery foursquare was built in accordance to the spiritual principles of the community, integrating the 
old church as a refectory and library. The functional, durable principles demanded functional, durable materials, 
so Gyproc products were used.

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Verhulst - Dejonckheere

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : Total renovation

FOUNDED : 1969
MAIL : info@verhulst-dejonckheere.be 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Adamus Steel Frame

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 58
SPECIALITY : Drywall and Steel Frame

FOUNDED : 1990
MAIL : rodrigo@placocentercuritiba.com.br

   Curitiba, BRAZIL

FERNANDA ROCHA LOURES JUNG

RESTAURANT SWADISHT

The owners of Restaurant Swadisht felt the need to expand the facilities. For its new headquarters, they contracted 
the work of architects and skilled designers to not only move, but also modernize and provide a cozy environment 
for their customers.
The work used over 1.500m2 of plasterboard, cement board and acoustic insulation to meet the requirements of 
speed, acoustic comfort, practicality and clean work. The work is located in Curitiba, Paraná.
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   Dugopolje - Split, CROATIA
MERCEDES CAR SERVICE 
CENTER - DUGOPOLJE

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
INMONT-VLAIĆ d.o.o

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 27
SPECIALITY : Dry-walling systems and acoustics

FOUNDED : 1992
MAIL : info@inmont-vlaic.hr

DAVOR KALEBIĆ

The project task was to have the car showroom, offices and service premises as well as the truck and car paint shop 
in the same location. Since the land size enabled the large building area, the intention was to blend the structure 
into the surrounding landscape while being both modern and attractive at the same time. The basic building is 
made of steel construction and the façade is covered in glass and thermal panels. Since the car paint shop is situated 
within the building, the separation from other premises had to be done with Rigips walls in order to ensure the 
required sound and fire resistance norms. The car service center was designed and installed according to the highest 
standards and the owner has recently become the authorized Mercedes concessionaire.
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   Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC

ARCHITECT BENOY, UK; HELIKA, A.S., CZ

“SNAKE WALL” CERNY MOST 
SHOPPING CENTER

The major architectural eye-catching element in the main hall of the new extension of Shopping Centre Cerny Most 
is the “Snake Wall”. The name is derived from the shape of the decorative irregular slender rod members that are 
clad with plasterboard. The windows shaped in the same style are built into the plasterboard wall of the corridor 
on the first floor. The installation needed an unconventional approach to link together the standard plasterboard 
wall, the cladding of decorative elements and the glazing. It had to be extremely precise because the details can 
be closely observed by the public.

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
B&V Gips EU s.r.o.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 40
SPECIALITY : Dry-wall systems

FOUNDED : 2004
MAIL : info@bvgips.eu
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MICKAËL BARBERET

   Heyrieux, FRANCEHEYRIEUX CULTURAL CENTER

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
D.I.C. Dumas

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 80
SPECIALITY : Non-residential (healthcare, education), 

residential (multi-family houses)
FOUNDED : 1982

MAIL : dic.sas@wanadoo.fr

The aim of this project was the rehabilitation of the “Ecole Pasteur”, a school built in 1893, into a cultural centre.  
Important performance requirements were set, both in terms of acoustics and thermal insulation. The original 
architectural aspect of the building envelope needed to be preserved. In terms of acoustics, both sound absorption 
and insulation were key, to enable the cohabitation of a music school and a media centre. From a thermal standpoint, 
the project was ambitious, since it has been targeting the “BBC” label, a French label for low-energy buildings 
(energy consumption lower than 50Kwh/m²/year).
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DORANTH POST ARCHITEKTEN GMBH, MÜNCHEN 

The “German Theatre” was built in the 19th century as a luxury entertainment location.  During WWII the theatre 
was bombed and then rebuilt in the 50’s. In 2008, due to fire security problems and outdated building equipment, 
a huge renovation project was started. The master piece of this project consists of a 3-dimensional perforated 
ceiling, which required excellent illumination of the auditorium as well as a perfect acoustic performance. This 
extraordinary design was also used in the entrance area.

   Munich, GERMANYGERMAN THEATRE

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
TM Ausbau GmbH

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 300
SPECIALITY : Drylining, design and execution of work

FOUNDED : 1963
MAIL : info@tm-ausbau.eu
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   New Delhi, INDIA

RKA NEW DELHI

TAJ HOTEL

Vivanta by Taj property located adjacent to the New Delhi International airport has 250 rooms and 11 presidential 
suits.
The interior layouts of the guest rooms are designed with bold and artistic patterns which are also reflected in the 
Gyproc ceiling and drylining systems. The ceiling design was the crux of the project as it was planned with many 
curves and steps. This unique design is known as a  foldable ceiling.

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Raj Woodart Interior Ltd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 2
SPECIALITY : Turnkey Interior contracting solution

FOUNDED : 1978
MAIL : sumit.arora@rwil.in
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   Dublin, IRELAND

GOPAL NAIDOO

UCD SCIENCE BLOCK

The UCD Science hub consists of a 4-story, €48m state-of-the-art scientific facility, incorporating a new atria designed 
to fully integrate the existing and new Science Centre Buildings.  An 18 meter high cube is featured as a central 
hub and is located on the eastern elevation above the main entrance to the building, extending to a maximum 
7-story equivalent at its highest point. To the west of the building there is a 5-story atrium space which connects 
the facility to the existing Science Buildings.  The work began in October of 2011 and the building was completed 
in August 2013 with a total dry-lining package value of €2.8m.

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Errigal Contracts

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 250
SPECIALITY : Metal Stud systems and

external and internal plastering
FOUNDED : 1996

MAIL : cormacmccloskey@errigalgroup.ie
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Van Vondereren Interior Contractors 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 135
SPECIALITY : Metal stud walls and ceilings,

acoustical walls and ceilings
FOUNDED : 1905

MAIL : jos.vdhoven@vanvonderen.nl

KAAN ARCHITECTEN

Erasmus Medisch Onderwijscentrum is an academic medical education facility connected to the largest hospital in 
the Netherlands. The education facility was demolished and a new facility was connected to the existing structure.
The contractor and Van Vonderen only had the architect’s vision to work off of and therefore a very close corporation 
was necessary.

   Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS
ERASMUS MEDISCH 
ONDERWIJSCENTRUM
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
GIPS BRUK Janusz Jarema

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : Interior finishing, general construction

MAIL : gipsbruk@wp.pl

   Rzeszów, POLAND

CENTRUM PROJEKTOWE MIASTOPROJEKT RZESZÓW

INKUBATOR TECHNOLOGICZNY 
PODKARPACKIEGO PARKU
NAUKOWO-TECHNOLOGICZNEGO

This office building was erected from European Union finances. It promotes the use of high technologies such as 
aviation, IT, biotechnology and chemistry. It provides comfort and a spacious office building for beginning entre-
preneurs and their companies and offers products and services with new technologies. The building has to fulfill 
very strict fire regulations and therefore GLASROC F (Ridurit) system was used on steel construction.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Consstar

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 140
SPECIALITY : Civil, industrial, administrative

construction works, Metallic constructions 
FOUNDED : 1991

CONTACT : www.consstar.ro  

FM DESIGN

Auditorium Pallady is a modern building designed as a multifunctional center that includes: conference rooms, 
event halls, accommodation areas and offices. It has a surface area of 10,000 sqm and a modern design that 
encompasses transparent facades made of glass curtain walls with a perimetral structure of concrete, encompassing 
state-of-the-art technologies and facilities. Auditorium Pallady is a benchmark for conference centers in Bucharest.
Designed  as a high-end  multifunctional conference centre, the Beneficiary wanted to use the best quality materials 
for Auditorium Pallady. Having multiple functions, different types of materials were used, while at the same time, 
maintaining a unitary design. 

AUDITORIUM PALLADY    Bucharest, ROMANIA
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Opreming

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 22
SPECIALITY : Planning and interior design

FOUNDED : 1991
CONTACT : www.opreming.rs

PREDRAG JAKOVLJEVIC  

The Zvezdara Science & Technology Park complex is located in Belgrade and consists of 5 buildings with a total 
area of 12,700m². 
The location is within the Zvezdara forest park, which belongs to an area of 21ha. It is planned that the Science & 
Technology Park will be used for research work and to attract young scientists to come back from abroad to work 
locally.
In early 1989 the first construction phase of the 5 buildings began covering a total area of 12,700m². However in the 
middle of 1990 the  work was suspended.
The work began again in 2011 and was completed in the middle of 2012. The buildings were expanded to a total 
area of 16,500m² and the total value of the project is 30 mil €.

ZVEZDARA SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY PARK    Belgrade, SERBIA
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Brick, spol. s.r.o.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 12
SPECIALITY : Dry wall constructions

FOUNDED : 1993
MAIL : brick@brick.sk

ING. ARCH. PETER NIŽŇANSKÝ, ING. ARCH. ADRIANA ZORVANOVÁ & ING. ZUZANA MICHNOVÁ

Vila Golem in Banská Štiavnica is an old burgher´s house with a historical meaning and traditional look from the 
20th century. The reconstruction turned it into lodging and a guesthouse for additional accomodation (rooms and 
apartments), while downstairs there is a restaurant. During reconstruction it was crucial to preserve the building 
that dates to the 1900s. This is why all the original frescoes were renovated and some were supplemented by other 
frescoes from houses during the same time period. Vila Golem was designed by Ing.Arch. Peter Nižňanský, Ing.Arch. 
Adriana Zorvanová and  Ing. Zuzana Michnová.

VILA GOLEM    Banská Štiavnica, SLOVAKIA
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Gaspar y Diaz, S.A

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 17
SPECIALITY : Plasterboard and plaster

FOUNDED : 1984
MAIL : gasparydiazsa@hotmail.com

INMACULADA DÍAZ

The ESIC Business & Marketing School, one of the most prestigious private universities and business schools, is 
located in several cities in Spain.
At its central location in Pozuelo (Madrid), the ESIC library for university students has over 270 study and consultation 
spaces. Specialised in marketing and business, it has a large collection with over 16,000 specialised documents. As 
this library is visited by many students, the design needed to be functional, and, above all, let in natural light, to 
ensure optimal study conditions for users. 
Sound insulation requirements were, therefore, one of the key elements in the project design and construction.

ESIC LIBRARY    Madrid, SPAIN
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Goger-Swiss AG

NB OF COLLABORATORS : + 90
SPECIALITY : Drywalling: partitions, ceilings, fire 

protection, noise reduction & acustic ceilings, insulation
FOUNDED : 2005

MAIL : office@gogerswiss.ch

EM2N I MATHIAS MÜLLER I DANIEL NIGGLI ARCHITEKTEN AG, CH-ZURICH

This industrial complex, built in 1977 as Europe‘s largest milk processing plant, has been completely transformed. 
It now houses 90 rental apartments in the high rise building and the Zurich University of the Arts in the lower 
section, whose more than 40 sites had been spread all over the city until now.  After several years of intermediate 
use for cultural and sports events, an architectural competition was held in 2008 for the transformation of this vast 
property. Construction began in 2009, after the building was stripped bare internally. 
In order to create enough space and rooms for the approx. 5000 students and faculty, four additional intermediate 
floors were put in. 1800 rooms and halls were built, 1000 of which are small practicing rooms for musicians. The 
large physical and acoustic strain on the structure is caused by the variety of uses, such as dance, theater, fine arts, 
concerts and other musical activities. This required a lightweight material for the interior work, and dry lining 
systems were ideal to establish this “city within the city”.

   Zurich, SWITZERLANDTONI-AREAL

39
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Kier Group 

SPECIALITY : Leading construction
FOUNDED : 1928

MAIL : info@kier.co.uk 

HURST & CO

The School has been redeveloped by the Primary Capital Programme Government initiative. This sets out the 
design criteria for the function and performance of the building in the Primary School sector. The classrooms are 
designed to have multi-functional capability. This drives the specification into the high end of the education sector 
performance. The need for the teaching classrooms to be inspirational for the students and staff was a key driver 
for the design team. The use of acoustic sound, absorbing ceilings light, airy spaces and good ventilation all added 
to the excellent interior feel. 
The partitions had to be durable for the life cycle of the building and be high sound performing. The added challenges 
of designing and installing the partitions with glazed screens and demountable openings were overcome with help 
from the Saint-Gobain Technical Academy. 

   Surrey, UKHAYES PRIMARY SCHOOL

40 41



PLASTER CATEGORY

CATEGORY WINNER
Mulhouse Synagogue, France

Werey Plâtres et Staff
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
XAPOR S.A (Plaster division)

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 15
SPECIALITY : Projection Plaster

FOUNDED : 2008
MAIL : aa@xapor.com.ar

   Ciudad Autonoma de Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA

LORENZO SIEGERIST (ORIGINAL PROJECT 1907) & FERNANDEZ PRIETO (CURRENT)

PALACIO 
RAGGIO

In 2006, the Fideicomiso Palacio Raggio firm, acquired Palacio Raggio. Situated in a protected area in Buenos Aires, 
this 23.000m2 building had been illegally housing 246 families since the late 1980s.
At the start of the renovation project, the French academic style building was in a deplorable state and in danger 
of structural collapse.  The design brief aimed to construct a highly aesthetic residential and commercial area.
The developer proposed to recycle the overall structure, with the ambition of recovering the building’s historical 
heritage. However, challenging technical and logistics issues required high manpower and experience.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Afwerkingsbedrijf Schoeffaerts

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 30
SPECIALITY : Total finish, custom woodwork

FOUNDED : 2000
CONTACT : www.schoeffaerts.be

CREPAIN BINST ARCHITECTURE

   Bertem, BELGIUMPRIVATE HOME

This modern functional family house is located on former farmland.  The exceptional size of the area combined 
with the absence of compelling urban conditions resulted in a design in different strips, each with its own character. 
The façades of the black volume are in black lacquered glass for the opaque parts and black fumed glass for the 
transparent parts. The result is a mysterious and introverted house. 
The different façade creates a clear contrast with the street. The closed parts function as a mirror and the trans-
parent parts are made in mirroring glass. Due to the minimal detailing the house appears as if it is floating above 
the terrain. The same approach was used for the interior finishing.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Werey Plâtres et Staff

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 48
SPECIALITY : Plaster & fibrous plasterwork

FOUNDED : 1971
MAIL : info@werey.com      

DRLW, MULHOUSE

   Mulhouse, FRANCEMULHOUSE SYNAGOGUE

The project deals with the restoration of the Mulhouse Synagogue, a classified “historial monument”. Built in the 
middle of the 19th century (period inside 1846 to 1849), this historical building is located in the heart of Mulhouse.   
On the 11th of April 2010, a short-circuit in the electric system of the organ caused a disastrous fire. Major parts of 
the interior of the synagogue were destroyed, notably the cornices of the ceiling, and the pilasters and coves of the 
walls. The aim of this project was to identically rebuild the synagogue as it was before the fire.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Coger S.r.l.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 35
SPECIALITY : Restoration and renovation

of historic buildings
FOUNDED : 2002

MAIL : info@catenaservices.com

   Bari, ITALY

SMN STUDIO DI ARCHITETTURA – G.L. SYLOS LABINI & PARTNERS 

MERCADANTE THEATRE 

The Mercadante theatre was inaugurated on September 17, 1895. In order to commemorate the centenary anniversary 
of the birth of the local musician and composer Francesco Saverio Mercadante, a restoration project was under 
taken after a long period of closure and decay. The Consorzio Teatro Mercadante reached an agreement with local 
sponsors and awarded the restoration and renovation project to SMN – G.L. Sylos Labini & Partners. The project 
entailed the restoration of the historic theater features, the reconstruction of its interior décor and the complete 
reinstatement of its facilities for artists and the public, including improving the technical infrastructure and fully 
complying with current safety regulations.
The main part of the project is a new annex building which provides new and modern facilities for offices, dressing 
rooms, back-stage studios and utility rooms.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
CL Keno design

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 60
SPECIALITY : Design and all types of construction

works at entertainment centers 
FOUNDED : 2008

CONTACT : www.clkeno.com/design

SUZANA LJEŠIĆ 

   Bar, MONTENEGROILLUSION DANCE CLUB

Illusion is an entertainment center located in the harbor town Bar, on the  south of the Adriatic sea. Bar is an 
attractive tourist destination which needed a prestigious disco club. 
The Disco club has an area of 3100m²  and construction began in March 2012 and was completed in December 2013. 
The second phase is currently under construction and will consist of an open pool, restaurant, bowling center, kids 
area, spa, gym and a 3D cinema. The Dance club has a capacity of 1300 people, or 400 seats. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
MS engineering

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 5
SPECIALITY : Scenery

FOUNDED : 1992
MAIL : milos.ms.stankovic@gmail.com

office@msinzenjering.rs

BELGRADE OFFICE SPACE AGENCY 

   Belgrade, SERBIA1930 TERAZIJE SQUARE REPLICA

The replica of the Terazije square in the 1930s was a city project to create an entertainment park for all generations.
The park consists of the square with the fountain, green areas, old trams on tracks and buildings with period facades. 
The park is planning to host many cultural events such as exhibitions, movie projections, and other tourism and 
promotional activities. It is closed to traffic and open all year. 

55
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Yesos Proyectados Sanabria

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 20
SPECIALITY : mechanical plasters and

restoration of historic buildings
FOUNDED : 1999

MAIL : yesosymorterossanabria@hotmail.com

ELESIO GATÁN GÓMEZ

   Valladolid, SPAIN
XVI CENTURY PALACE 
RESTORATION 

This sixteenth-century palace located in the heart of the historic centre of Valladolid is the main convent residence 
of the order Madres Celadoras del Reinado del Corazón de Jesús (Guardians of the Kingdom of the Heart of Jesus).
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Locker & Riley

SPECIALITY : Luxury plasterwork
FOUNDED : 1982

MAIL : enquiries@lockerandriley.com

   London, UK

REALLY USEFUL GROUP

THEATRE ROYAL DRURY LANE

The fine enrichments and details were very fragile and these were removed to form casts of leaves and cornice 
with Fine Casting Plaster and then reinstated and blended in with the new castings. The Georgian construction 
was updated to allow integration with modern mechanical and electrical installation, air conditioning and lighting, 
with the need for flexibility using plaster in a traditional manor as well as innovative ways to blend new with old. In 
keeping with the beautiful design aesthetics of the building, exemplar detailing throughout the impressive interior 
include beautifully finished ceilings, pillars and archways.



CATEGORY WINNER
Casino de Mondorf-Les-Bains, France
Eschlimann

INNOVATION & 
SUSTAINABILITY CATEGORY
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Trockenausbau Wolfgang Ostermann

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 20
SPECIALITY : Drylining, lightning solutions with wall 

panels, individual interior design solutions
FOUNDED : 1991

MAIL : office@ita-ostermann.at 

   Krems, AUSTRIA

WOLFGANG OSTERMANN

FURNITURE

Unused space beneath the staircase in the living room led to the design of an innovative piece of plasterboard 
furniture in a single-family home in Krems. Since the family’s comprehensive TV-equipment did not fit on any 
off-the-shelf rack, expert in interior drywall construction Wolfgang Ostermann conceived a floating rack exclusively 
made from plasterboard. Thanks to its curved front and slanted upper edge that runs parallel to the staircase, the 
tailor-made multimedia rack fits perfectly into the available space. The family has since complemented this first 
piece of plasterboard furniture with an additional hi-fi rack, a curved office desk and all of the bathroom furniture.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Drywall Litoral

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 8
SPECIALITY : Dry Construction

FOUNDED : 2008
MAIL : drywall.litoral@gmail.com 

   Osório, BRAZILOSÓRIO WIND PARK, AUDITORIUM

Initially the building was used as a job site for the complex. Upon completion of the expansion works, the building 
was transformed into an auditorium. Today its intended use is to train employees and for lectures to visitors and 
charities. This job was completed in November 2012, with a total area of 556.13 m² of built area and 846m² in the 
Placostil system. The main challenge of the project was the deadline. For this reason, the owners chose to complete 
the internal finish in Drywall to achieve faster execution and improved acoustic performance.

EDUARDO AURTENECHEA  (A+PI ) - ESPANHA AND ELIDA HONÓRIO - BRASIL
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
NTSJ

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : ThermaLine composite laminates 

FOUNDED : 1958
CONTACT : 0086-513-86512950

   Shanghai, CHINA

ZHANG JINGYI & WANG WEI

INSPIRING CONTAINER 
WORKPLACE

In early 2013, Shanghai Shengda Wooden Industry Co., Ltd., one of Gyproc’s key distributors, invested in constructing
a building group piled up with 89 containers 45’. The project presents the charm of modern designing with a unique
perspective, and blends the concept of designing into the city’s fashion. The three-floor architecture combines
offices and a furniture-display, with Scandinavian interior decoration.
The area was the storage yard of the containers. The reformation makes full use of the space to preserve the original 
surroundings, and greatly reduces the noise and air pollution of traditional construction to satisfy the nearby 
residents’ needs. The whole project lasted 10 months.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Eschlimann

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 16
SPECIALITY : Detached houses,

healthcare, office buildings
FOUNDED : 1926

MAIL : info@groupe-ruch.com

GO ARCHITECTURE, PARIS

   Mondorf Les Bains, FRANCE
CASINO DE
MONDORF-LES-BAINS

The Casino 2000 of Mondorf-les-Bains is located in the spa town Mondorf-les-Bain, close to the French border, in 
Luxembourg. The entrance hall and cloak rooms of the casino were extended. The total size of the building is 3000 
m², from which 700 m² were worked upon. To enhance the entrance hall, the architect has designed a 600 m² 
undulated ceiling, with waves that all have a unique shape. Furthermore, this ceiling integrates original lightening 
effects, and a hydronic radiant heating and cooling system!
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
TM Ausbau GmbH

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 300
SPECIALITY : Drylining, design and execution of work

FOUNDED : 1963
MAIL : info@tm-ausbau.eu

   Augsburg, GERMANY

KNOCHE ARCHITEKTEN BDA

AUGSBURG UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT 
FOR MUSIC & ARTS

The major achievement of this project is the construction of the acoustic ceiling in the Augsburg University music 
and arts department auditorium. The innovative aspect in this project is that the acoustic performance was reached 
without using special acoustic boards, but with the clever assembling of Rigidur boards in a special way. The entire 
construction project was developed by both acoustic and structural experts, and was developed specifically for 
this project.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Walls to Workstations

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 15
SPECIALITY : Fit-Out Specialists

FOUNDED : 1994
MAIL : info@w2w.ie

HENRY J LYONS

   Dublin, IRELANDGOOGLE DOCKS

Construction began on the 15-story Montevetro Tower Building in the heart of the Dublin Docklands in March 2008. 
The 67 metre high building was completed in March 2010 and subsequently purchased by Google who then pro-
ceeded to design and fit-out the building.  Google Docks is one of the four buildings housing Google’s European, 
Middle Eastern, and African headquarters and is the tallest commercial building in Dublin.  
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Catena Services S.r.l.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 20
SPECIALITY : Fire protection and

drywall systems solutions
FOUNDED : 1994

MAIL : info@isosistem.it

   Florence, ITALYANTINORI – CHIANTI CLASSICO

The new Antinori cellar is a true “cathedral of wine”, located in the heart of Chianti. This project was achieved by 
excavating an entire hill and then recovering the structure with vines. The only visible external signs are some 
horizontal lines that perfectly blend into the Tuscan countryside.
The concept of the building is focused on the deep rooted bond with the land and the design integrates the structure 
with its rural surroundings. The green roof is cultivated as a vineyard, and it outlines the two lines together with 
the ground level. These horizontal lines allow natural light to get in and provides a panoramic view from inside.

ARCHEA ASSOCIATI
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Enigma Bolt System

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 60
SPECIALITY : Container production

FOUNDED : 2004

   Podgorica, MONTENEGRO HABITAT PROTOTYPE

This house can be easy transported by truck as a trailer and delivered anywhere such as a field, lake and sea coast, 
forest, etc. It can be treated as a temporary building without the need of a license to obtain it. 
The house can installed in one day if water, sewage and electricity connections are prepared in advance. 

ALEKSANDAR GRUJIC
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
MAT Afbouw B.V.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 180
SPECIALITY : Innovative developments

& high performance projects
FOUNDED : 1980

MAIL : m.mooren@matafbouw.nl

   Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS

WESSEL DE JONGE ARCHITECTEN BNA BV

GAK KANTOOR

A 50 year old office building had to be transformed into student housing studios. Amsterdam currently has a severe 
lack of housing units for students, but has a lot of unoccupied business real estate. Within 6 months, MAT has 
transformed this office building into 320 housing units. All levels were stripped of interior construction and had to 
be rebuilt. The high pace of one level per week, the large suspended ceiling that had to be free of vibrations and the 
small work space were the main challenges. Only innovation and smart entrepreneurship could make this happen.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
PROTECTOR Sp. Z o.o. / DANA Wojciech Michalski

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 60 / 60
SPECIALITY : Fire protection systems /

Interior finishing, general building
FOUNDED : 2003 / 2001

MAIL : protector@protector.wroc.pl / dana.wroc@op.pl

   Wroclaw, POLANDSKY TOWER

Sky Tower is designed to delight and provide residents the highest possible comfort. This modern, well-equipped 
building became a symbol of a new, dynamic Wroclaw - a city that plays an increasingly important role in Europe. 
From the windows of the apartments the residents enjoy a spectacular view of the bustling city.
In the residential section an acoustic system fully developed in Poland was used. The building had to fulfill the 
highest standards regarding fire protection. And therefore, a system with carbon tape was used resulting in further 
development of the fire protection system. Finally, testing methodology was developed by the certified institute 
(ITB). The respective tests successfully completed in 2013 will be implemented in March 2014 as a unique Rigips 
solution, and the only available in the DWS category.

MARIUSZ KORSZORSZ, DARIUSZ DZIUBIŃSKI, STUDIO ARCHITEKTONICZNE FOLD S.C. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Pora Construct

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 60
SPECIALITY : General construction, Installations,

interiors, aluminium frames
FOUNDED : 2000

CONTACT : www.poraconstruct.ro

   Bucharest, ROMANIA
REGINA MARIA (QUEEN 
MARY) HOSPITAL

The Queen Mary Maternity is one of the most modern hospitals in Romania, with a 7 million euro investment behind 
it. Located in the Northern part of Bucharest, it incorporates all medical services for mothers and children up to 18 
years old. The Hospital has 4 operation rooms (gynecology, pediatric), 2 delivery rooms including the possibility of 
a water birth, and 100 beds. On top of that, the hospital has an intensive care unit, transfusion center and labora-
tory, plus an emergency ambulance service. The original building had a structure made of reinforced concrete and 
a floor surface of 1000sqm. The original destination of the building was a block of flats and the existing perimeter 
enclosure made of Porotherm bricks was not technically suited for a medical center. On top of the building, another 
floor was requested. Therefore, the designer, contractor and the Rigips team cooperated in order to create a system 
that complies with specific requests of seismic resistance, fire protection, thermal and acoustic insulation. 

EOE PROJECTS AND PORA CONSTRUCT
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Triada Holding

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 1000
SPECIALITY : Reconstruction and renovation

FOUNDED : 1989
MAIL : info@triadaholding.ru

STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE- MOSCOW RESEARCH AND DESIGN INSTITUTE
FOR OBJECTS  OF CULTURE, HEALTH AND SPORT “MOSPROJECT4” 

   Moscow, RUSSIAMOSCOW CONSERVATORY

Moscow Conservatory is a leading higher musical education institution in Russia and is among the most valuable 
national heritage assets. In order to celebrate the upcoming 150 year anniversary of the Conservatory, the Federal 
reconstruction program was launched by the Moscow Government. 
Conservatory classes are situated in an old XIX century building, which created some limitations for the reconstruc-
tion processes. One of the limitations was the specific special pipe system on the ceiling that provided cooling for 
the classes and which made it impossible to use any typical acoustic or decorative ceiling solutions. An Innovative 
Rigitone Climafit ceiling system was recognized as a unique solution that could satisfy key technical tasks of the 
project:  necessary acoustics conditions, classic design and support for the existing cooling system. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
R engineering

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 16
SPECIALITY : Finishing works

FOUNDED : 2004
MAIL : office@r-ing.co.rs

   Smederevska Palanka, SERBIA

NEBOJSA GAVRILOVIC  

DESPOTICA WINERY

Winery Despotica is situated in the heart of Serbia, 100 km south of Belgrade.
The owner of B+M Ritam, Mr. Despotovic, a Rigips best customer in Serbia, decided to build his own winery. 
Respecting the state of the art building design and production technology, the owner decided to not only have 
production facilities but also gastronomic and wellness facilities. Besides being a very attractive building, it is a 
landmark project in terms of the environment and ecology. The Hall of fermentation, bottling plants, laboratories 
and related facilities were completed as well as the museum, where it is possible to learn about the Serbian wine 
history from ancient times. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Construseco

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 11
SPECIALITY : Plasterboard systems for decorations, 

renovations and soundproofing in all building types
FOUNDED : 2005

MAIL : alessandrozanchi@hotmail.com 

   Tenerife, SPAINSINGLE FAMILY DWELLING

This is a luxury single-family dwelling next to the exclusive Abama Golf & Spa Resort in Guía de Isora, Tenerife 
(Canary Islands). This building seeks a uniform appearance with the use of simple geometric shapes, straight angles 
and intersections of planes. Its every architectural detail has been carefully adapted to the panoramic views, with 
huge windows that let in large amounts of light. The main characteristics of this project are:
• An excellent monochrome finish tailored to the owners’ aesthetic requirements.
• Better thermal performance than required by current regulations for this geographical area to optimize the 

building’s energy use.

LEONARDO OMAR DÍAZ – JOANNA WOJNOWSKA
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Lindqvist Bygg AB

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 100
SPECIALITY : Metal stud systems and tiling 

FOUNDED : 1992
MAIL : www.lindqvistbygg.se

PER JOHANSON, JOLIARK AB

   Vällingby/Stockholm, SWEDENLINDBLOMMAN

Lindblomman consists of two separate residential houses. The unique stepped shaped design forms an entrance 
towards the avenue, the old main building and clock-tower. In this area a new neighborhood is created, surrounded 
by the ancient history of the Vikings, recreational areas and nature reserves. The core issue of the project was to 
build the apartments in an environmentally and working environmentally friendly way. This was accomplished by 
using the first lightweight plasterboard in Europe (Gyproc ErgoLite) and EPD-classified board (GHOE – wet room), 
limited transportations, Gyproc recycling program and Gyproc program for professional training. A strong liaison 
between all parties from planning to installation, made it possible to keep the budget limits and time schedule.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Horbury

SPECIALITY : Dry-lining, Partitioning, Suspended ceilings
FOUNDED : 1992

MAIL : enquiries@horburygroup.com

   Manchester, UK

3D REID

THE CO-OPERATIVE MANCHESTER

The challenging design set down by the client required both concept and detailed input with the architect throughout 
the project. The ultimate goal was to produce an inspirational working environment that was energy efficient, 
sustainable and that has a dramatic appearance.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
GCCM Construction Services

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 37
SPECIALITY : Design/build certified

sustainable homes and buildings
FOUNDED : 2006

MAIL : ssafi@gccmcs.com

   Louisville, USAMY GREEN KENTUCKY HOME

“My Green Kentucky Home” aims to lead the industry by being the first LEED Platinum, Net Zero Energy, and Net 
Zero Water home in the state.  In addition, contractor Sy Safi with GCCM Construction Services formed a team with 
the homeowners, architect, engineer, green consultant, and subcontractors to transform the residential construction 
process, taking a commercial industry-like approach from design to completion via design charrette, team decision 
discussions, installation training, and home tours.  GCCM chose Saint-Gobain/CertainTeed to help construct“My 
Green Kentucky Home” because of the alignment in Sustainable Habitat philosophy and goals.  This 21st century 
home was designed and built to be an example and inspiration for all to create awareness of our world’s greatest 
challenges in sustainability of health, environment and climate change.

POHL ROSA POHL



COMMERCIAL CATEGORY

CATEGORY WINNER
Cradlestone Mall, South Africa

Abbeycon (PTY) LTD 
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   Vienna, AUSTRIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Pichler GesmbH

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 40
SPECIALITY : Entire range for interior fittings, expert 

advice, planning and quality-conscious design
FOUNDED : 1989

MAIL : passail@pichler-trockenbau.at 

ARCHITEKT KRISCHANITZ ZT GMBH

LOFT CONVERSION

The former Montenuovo Palace in the heart of Vienna’s elegant first district has been home to the Oesterreichische 
Kontrollbank (OeKB) since 1959. As the bank required additional office space, the loft area was extended during 
renovation work performed on the façade. It was of utmost priority to the project to integrate the building into the 
cityscape, to create a high-quality architectural solution and to develop an ecologically sound and energy-saving 
concept for the building’s modification and extension. Optimized thermal insulation, super-insulating glazing 
and an energy-efficient ventilation system enable the newly-created loft area to be heated solely with the server 
rooms’ waste heat. The modified building now complies with the “Green Building” standard, a feat rarely achieved 
in old buildings. A particular highlight of the interior construction is the structure enclosing the hexagonal window, 
complete with hidden blackout blinds.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Genisol

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 38
SPECIALITY : Complete interior finishing

MAIL : info@genisol.be

BONTINCK ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING & MASSIVE DESIGN

   Gent, BELGIUMGHELAMCO ARENA  

KAA Gent’s new football stadium hosts football and corresponding facilities, offices and commercial activities. Polish 
architect ‘Mac’ Stopa (Massive Design) designed the concept for the 200,000 m² interior with various entrances, a 
lobby, ticketing areas, bars, restaurants (incl. 1* Michelin)  and VIP lounges.
The handsome design plays off of the the geometric shapes of a football and the club’s blue colour. The goal was to 
create an environment that intensifies the experience of football fans. When you enter through the VIP entrance 
you are guided past organically shaped Gyproc ceiling islands and reflective GypArt columns. 
The use of our materials shows that a designer look can go hand in hand with functionality. This ‘soccer temple’ 
deservedly won the interior prize in Contract Design Magazine’s sport category award in New York.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Capital Drywall Systems Ltd

SPECIALITY : All aspects of plasterboard construction, 
including commercial, high-rise and residential projects

FOUNDED : 1985
MAIL : fpanaia@capitaldrywallsystems.com

   Toronto, CANADA
RYERSON UNIVERSITY SPORTS
CENTRE, MAPLE LEAF GARDENS

The project included the adaptive reuse of a national historic site, Maple Leaf Gardens, constructed in 1931 and in 
continuous use until 1999. The original interior was completely replaced with new floor levels to accommodate 
a grocery store at street level and Ryerson University’s student athletic center on the second floor. A new ice rink 
was installed on the top floor, 50 feet above the original arena roof. New interior space created by Capital Drywall 
Systems combined with extensive restoration work helped maintain a link to the building’s remarkable history.

BBB ARCHITECTS, TORONTO
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   Kuopio, FINLAND

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Pöyry

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 6500
SPECIALITY : Power generation,

transmission & distribution
FOUNDED : 1958

MAIL : group.communications@poyry.com

REIJO MITRUNEN, QVIM ARKKITEHDIT OY

SHOPPING CENTRE APAJA

The underground shopping center Apaja, approx 1,700 m², combines commercial facilities in Kuopio’s pedestrian 
centre, a new underground car park and the restored old covered market, a landmark with nationwide fame, into 
one large shopping entity. New stairwells connect the parking garage and the Apaja center. The centre’s restaurant 
area reaches partly up to a newly-built market pavilion on the surface. The entire project had to be carried out 
underground in limited space in the middle of the car park construction site while ensuring a seamless reconciliation 
of old and new architecture and underground and surface functions of the marketplace.
The Finnish Association for Living City Centres (Elävät Kaupunkikeskustat ry) awarded Kuopio for the city’s successful, 
skillfully realised town centre renewal in February 2014.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Malerwerkstätten Heinrich Schmid GmbH & Co. KG

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 3500
SPECIALITY : Painting, dry lining

FOUNDED : 1914
MAIL : h_wanner@heinrich-schmid.de

ID ARCHITEKTUR.INNENRAUM.CORPORATE DESIGN, STUTTGART

   Stuttgart, GERMANY CAR HOTEL

The aim of the project was to create a car show room in an existing building. To make this place extraordinary, 
the architect planned an interior architecture full of free floating dry lining constructions in varying heights at the 
possible limit. The idea was to create an optic interaction between colors and shapes, which can be influenced by 
the lighting effects. On the ceiling, the shapes remind the visitor of puddles of oil, air bubbles and car radiator grills. 
This project’s outstanding work and design allows for a unique experience for car fans
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Ocean Interiors Ltd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 1
SPECIALITY : Turnkey Interior solution

FOUNDED : 1996
MAIL : petersk@ocean.net.in

   New Delhi, INDIANOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS

Nokia Siemens Networks is a leading global enabler of telecommunication services. With its focus on innovation 
and sustainability, the company provides a complete portfolio of mobile, fixed and converged network technology, 
as well as professional services including consultancy and systems integration, deployment, maintenance and 
managed services. Their high aspirations are reflected in the style, logistics, interior design and material choices 
for the property.
Creative ceiling design incorporation at the common walkthrough zone and the eye catching dome shaped meeting 
room in the office space were the key highlights of the project.

SWBI ARCHITECTS
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   Bar, MONTENEGRO

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Decor gips

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 15
SPECIALITY : Drylining systems 

FOUNDED : 2003

LELA REDŽEPAGIĆ 

CEROVO OFFICE BUILDING

Cerovo Commercial Building is located in Bar, the largest town on the Adriatic seaside with a main harbour and 
developed construction business. 
The Cerovo Company has a long tradition of trading with building materials and in 2009 they chose the highest 
quality location for the office building and commercial sales department. 
As Cerovo is one of the first Rigips dealers in Montenegro, they have used materials which are in their daily trade. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
QUADRUM SA 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 20
SPECIALITY : Drywall Systems

FOUNDED : 1989
MAIL : biuro@quadrum.pl

RAINER MAHLAMAKI

   Warsaw, POLAND
MUSEUM OF THE HISTORY
OF POLISH JEWS

Museum of the History of Polish Jews is a meeting place for people who want to better understand both past and 
contemporary Jewish culture. It is also a place for those who fight against stereotypes and want to limit the negative 
occurrences that threaten today’s world, such as xenophobia or prejudice. In this sense, this is a place for all of us, 
as it radiates ideas of openness, tolerance and truth. 
The integration of the curved surfaces aimed at entering the general conception of the building, is full of biblical 
references. Hence, there are many curved and unusual shapes made of different materials (including concrete 
reinforcement) that were matched perfectly with DWS. 
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Dani Lev International  

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 28
SPECIALITY : Residential & industrial
construction, plasterboard mounting 

FOUNDED : 2007

B23T INTERNATIONAL

The new center for Shopping and Entertainment, Promenada Mall, is designed to become a new landmark for 
Bucharest, due to its modern architecture and high visibility. The 3-dimensional bended steel structure follows the 
architectural joints of the façade. The Shopping center has 6 levels: 3 basement levels, a ground floor level and 2 
upper levels, which encompasses 140 shops and a roof terrace – which houses a green garden in the summer and an 
ice-rink in the winter. Promenada Mall was awarded the DGNB Blue certification demonstrating its sustainability. 
As it’s a shopping center it had to combine the requirements for fire-protection, acoustic insulation, impeccable 
aesthetic finishing of areas with special designs and the aesthetic necessities of a leisure space. The construction 
of this center was an example of sustainable development involving an experienced team of architects, contractors 
and the Saint-Gobain Rigips team whose input was essential for solving the technical requirements.

   Bucharest, ROMANIAPROMENADA MALL
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
“Vybor”Ltd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 2500
SPECIALITY : Residential construction

and municipal building projects
FOUNDED : 1997

MAIL : pwvibor@yandex.ru

   Voronezh, RUSSIAHELICOPTER CLUB “SOLNECHNY”

“Solnechny” is a modern high-tech helicopter club with well-developed infrastructure that includes aviation and 
technical centers, a heated hangar for 12 helicopters, a study-training center and control tower, a restaurant, and a 
hotel with a comfortable lounge-hall. According to the functionality of the premises, different technical solutions of 
interior finishing with a strict focus on safety and comfort issues were developed by the project team using Gyproc 
acoustic and decorative systems and products.

“GENPROEKTSTROY”LTD
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Multidekor

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : Finishing works

FOUNDED : 2000
MAIL : multidekor@live.com

DIZAJN ARHITEKTURA

   Novi Sad, SERBIABIG CEE

The BIG Cee Company opened the largest shopping center in the city Novi Sad in November 2013.
The shopping mall has an area of 40,000m² over 2 floors. It offers a large selection of different international and 
domestic brands. Currently they operate 85 stores and offer restaurants, bars and cinemas. Each space has a unique 
design which was arranged by the tenant while the sould insulated walls need to be taken into account. In order 
to give the mall its modern look curved suspended ceilings were installed. 
The value of the project is  50.000.000€.
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   Muldersdrift, Johannesburg, SOUTH AFRICA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Abbeycon (PTY) LTD 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 790
SPECIALITY : Commercial interior installations 

FOUNDED : 1994
MAIL : abbeycon@mweb.co.za

BENTEL & ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL 

CRADLESTONE
MALL

Inspired by humanity’s ancient origins, Gauteng’s new Cradlestone Mall is a monument to a bright and bold 
tomorrow. On the edge of the Cradle of Humankind, one of eight UNESCO World Heritage sites in South Africa, 
Cradlestone Mall has been built to serve the needs of the growing residential and business population to the 
northwest of Johannesburg. The architect used the layering of strata as a unique design theme and inspiration 
for the mall, from the coloring of the exteriors right through to the jagged, jutting shapes that give the mall its 
dynamic angular expression. All the materials used in the installation had to reflect the design inspiration while 
achieving the high level of acoustic and aesthetic appeal. The main feature of the project is the ceiling above the 
food court and entertainment area.  The installation of the ceiling was designed to contour the jagged shape of 
the “Armadillo – style” roof, which has been framed by three dimensional bulkheads.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Acabados de Interiores (Acadinsa) & Opersis

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 48 + 22 
SPECIALITY : Acadinsa - High volume constructions

with complex logistics and special designs in plasterboard.
Opersis - High volume constructions with complex

logistics and special designs in plasterboard
FOUNDED : 1984 & 1999 

MAIL : acadinsa@acadinsa.com and opersis@opersis.com 

BENAY

   Badajoz, SPAIN
CENTRO COMERCIAL
EL FARO DEL GAUDIANA 

El Faro, at over 66,000 m2, is the largest shopping, leisure and restaurant centre in Extremadura, and has, 2,500 
parking spaces and over 100 retail units. The design was BREEAM certified and rated “very good,” thus demonstrating 
its firm commitment to energy efficiency and the well-being of its users. Use of water, energy and materials is 
economized and it offers users a high comfort level. The architecture studio’s concept for the shopping mall was 
to create a cool relaxing environment to contrast with the dryness of the surrounding area by using plants, water 
and natural light.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Prebuilt Co., Ltd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 150
SPECIALITY : PIA Interior is Thailand’s leading

interior design firm with over 25 years of diverse 
experience in the design and execution

FOUNDED : 1999
MAIL : niwat@piainterior.com

   Bangkok, THAILANDMOCA

From a design standpoint, the building portrays the idea that it has been aesthetically carved from a single piece of 
granite. The most striking feature of the building is the openwork carving which adorns either side of the facade, 
resembling enchanting plumes of jasmine cascading down the wall.  
The gaps between the jasmine plumes let in natural light tracing the patterns of the carved walls onto the atrium 
floor, which reveals the excellent workmanship that has gone into the building. This artistic play on light changes 
throughout the day as the sun moves and adds to the feelings and emotions of the individuals.

P LANDSCAPE CO., LTD., PIA INTERIOR COMPANY LIMITED. PAA STUDIO CO., LTD.
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CONTRACTOR’S NAME
BDL

SPECIALITY : DryWall Sysytems
FOUNDED : 1984

MAIL : info@bdl-group.co.uk

ZAHA HADID

   London, UKSERPENTINE SACKLER GALLERY

An exciting new gallery space showing a mix of contemporary art, architecture, dance, design, fashion, film, literature, 
music, performance and technology.
The building retains the existing structure with internal renovation. It has improved the thermal performance along 
with integration of air conditioning and lighting in the refit of the interior. The building is open to the public and 
consists of gallery areas, WC’s, a restaurant and retail areas. The structure was upgraded with the use of Thermal 
Laminates over the existing brickwork. The roof was also upgraded with Thermal Laminates and insulation. The 
toilet areas are held to a very high standard so Glasroc H TILEBACKER was used for the wet areas.



CATEGORY WINNER
Institut d’Études Politique de Lyon, France
D’Angelo & Agus

SEGMENT SOLUTIONS
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   Linz, AUSTRIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Fischer & Edelsbacher

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 40
SPECIALITY : Drylining, Acoustic Ceilings,

Fire Protection, Acoustic Insulation
FOUNDED : 1988

MAIL : office@trockenbau.cc

GROEMMER.DAXNER.GMBH

WIFI RESTAURANT, LINZ

An institute for adult education run by the Austrian Economic Chamber, the Wirtschaftsfoerderungsinstitut (WIFI) 
Linz ranks among the largest institutions for professional development in Austria. After a significantly expanded 
course offering had created a rise in participant numbers and the implementation of building expansion measures, 
WIFI Linz recently decided to also remodel its restaurant area. For a total investment of approximately two million 
Euros, the former canteen was converted into a modern self-service restaurant adhering to the highest standards. 
Drywall construction played a major part in the whole modification process, since the restaurant’s state-of-the-art 
operating technology was hidden behind suspended plasterboard ceilings and wall lining. An added value is that 
the new plasterboard installations have significantly reduced the noise levels and are thus key for a pleasant room 
atmosphere.
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ELD PARTNERSHIP

   Bornem, BELGIUM

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
ADB- Finish

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 5
SPECIALITY : Finishing steel constructions, offices, homes

FOUNDED : 2010
CONTACT : www.adb-finish.be

BMW TRAINING CENTER

The BMW Training Centre, originally a BMW spare parts store, was repurposed as a training centre for Belgium and 
Luxembourg. 10,000 person days of training per year are given to BMW employees. Given the non-public function 
of the building, it was not developed as a prestigous project, but as a pleasant space with a typical BMW interior 
design, regardless of the target group. These guidelines resulted in a functional yet stylish building. Due to the 
rather low-profile function of the building, the budget was strictly controlled. The Gyproc materials were able to 
fulfil the aesthetic and technical demands perfectly.
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   Roedovre, DENMARK

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Elindco Byggefirma A/S

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 120
SPECIALITY : Project planning, building

and construction activities
FOUNDED : 1964

MAIL : til@eldinco.dk

CHILDCARE CENTRE
VAARFLUEN

Vaarfluen is a new childcare center in Roedovre. The idea was to create a “house for the children,” with lots of 
air and high ceilings. The center of the building is meant to be a square, where the children can meet and play. 
To construct the building with all THERMOnomic-system external walls was very challenging, especially because 
they were mounted before the roof was boxed in to the construction and before the plasterboard was mounted 
and could assist in the stabilisation. This demanded high skills for the contractor and it was necessary to stabilise 
the construction, to manage this part of the project. In the project several windows had to be installed as 
“corner-windows.” This was very challenging and everyone involved in the construction had to rethink this detail.

ROEDOVRE MUNICIPAL – OLE PLASS JENSEN
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RAPHAËL PISTILLI

   Lyon, FRANCE

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
D’Angelo & Agus

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 28
SPECIALITY : Residential, office buildings,

healthcare, theatres
FOUNDED : 1996

MAIL : dangeloetagus@wanadoo.fr

INSTITUT D’ÉTUDES
POLITIQUE DE LYON

The “Institut d’Etudes Politiques” de Lyon is one of the leading French universities for political sciences. The aim 
of this project was to transform a bearing chamber into an auditorium of 650 m² and 240 seats. The architect had 
the very original idea to dry line all the walls of the auditorium with RigitoneTM, a completely seamless and mon-
olithic system, which is normally dedicated to ceiling applications. It was an ambitious project, as it had to address 
important acoustic requirements in terms of sound absorption, and it was a real architectural challenge.
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   Hannover, GERMANY

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Germerott Innenausbau GmbH & Co. KG

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 60
SPECIALITY : Renovation, new building, inside 

FOUNDED : 1970
MAIL : info@germerott.de

SZYNAJOWSKI AKUSTIK

ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL ROOM 

The challenge in this project was the renovation of the orchestra’s rehearsal room in the Lower-Saxony city theater 
which has a ceiling height of 9 meters. The main requirement of this renovation was to improve the acoustic 
performance of the room to a noise emission of maximum 25 dB. This was realized with a ‘room in room’ system.
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EDIFICE CONSULTANTS PVT LTD

   Kochi, INDIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Soundarya Decorators Pvt Ltd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 2
SPECIALITY : Turnkey Interior contracting solution

FOUNDED : 1992
MAIL : sathya@soundarya.co.in

CROWNE PLAZA

Crowne Plaza is operated by IHG group & owned by KGA Group. Crowne Plaza Kochi is ideally located on the NH 47 
Bypass with easy access to the airport, CBD, Kakkanad Infopark, Fort Kochi, and scenic backwaters and beaches to 
the south. The hotel offers 270+ spacious business rooms and suites with panoramic views of the Backwaters and 
the city.  The aim was to achieve aesthetic excellence through unique ceiling designs, better acoustic comfort in the 
guest rooms, higher height drywall in the banquet hall and drywall between the bathroom and the corridor wall.
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   Limerick, IRELAND

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Paul O’Loughlin Carpentry 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 6
SPECIALITY : Metal Stud systems and Carpentry

FOUNDED : 2010
MAIL : polcarpentry@mail.com

GLENSTAL ABBEY, LIMERICK

Construction began on the extension to the existing Glenstal Abbey School in January 2013 consisting of a new 
2,541sq.m. 3-story classroom extension, with a total of 18 Classrooms, 3 Science Laboratories, Administrative Offices 
and general refurbishment to the existing school which is a protected structure. The new building was constructed 
using reinforced concrete and steel frame and is Ireland’s first Activ’Air school.
Glenstal Abbey School is a fee-paying seven-day boarding secondary school for boys, located on the grounds of 
Glenstal Abbey, in Murroe, County Limerick. It is run by monks of the Benedictine order with a student body of 300.

ALAN CHUI OF THOMPSON ARCHITECTS
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SCAU STUDIO

   Catania , ITALY

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Gilletti Costruzioni sas

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 7
SPECIALITY : Drywall systems 

FOUNDED : 1972
MAIL : gilletticostruzioni@alice.it

HOTEL ESPERIA PALACE

The hotel is part of a large complex characterized by its attention to landscape integration, with different but 
interconnected elements combining to create a “meeting building” for hospitality and catering.
The lines of the structure follow the steeply sloping landscape; in particular the ground floor basement of the 
building highlights its connection to the land with massive foundation walls made of volcanic stone, large projected 
loggias or volumes on pillars in order to provide wide shadows.
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   Bijela, MONTENEGRO

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Izomont

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 17
SPECIALITY : Drylining systems 

FOUNDED : 2004

VUK AMIR 

DELFIN HOTEL

Delfin hotel was built in 1985. ”Carine” a famous Montenegrin company from Podgorica took over the company 
in 2002. In the autumn of 2004 the renovation and reconstruction of the hotel began and lasted until June 2005.
When the Delfin hotel re-opened its doors,  it was 3-stars. The modernization of 120 units, the restaurant, reception, 
cafe bar, gym, conference halls, children’s club, indoor swimming pool and spa center lasted from January 2013 to 
July 2013. Today, the Delfin hotel is 4-stars and is a reference for Rigitone and Hydropanel boards in Montenegro.  
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BOGDAN NIEPSUJ

   Pabianice, POLAND

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Karolczak Group

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : DWS, electric installations

FOUNDED : 1992
MAIL : biuro@karolczak.com.pl

HOTEL FABRYKA WEŁNY
(WOOL FACTORY HOTEL)

This was a full adaptation of a XIX century factory venue into a luxury four star hotel and spa. As the building 
is under conservation protection, the work had to be run very carefully. The 4 star hotel has to sustain very high 
acoustic level standards – so the partitions were fixed with acoustic systems with AKU-Line board and ULTRASTIL® 
AKU metal studs.  In the swimming pool area AQUAROC boards with special HYDROPROFIL metal studs were used 
as a complete system for wet interiors and external use. 
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    Bucharest, ROMANIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
ACMS

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 200
SPECIALITY : General contracting works in civil

building engineering and construction
FOUNDED : 1993

FRENCH SCHOOL

“Anna de Noailles” French School is one of the pre-university educational institutions in Romania. The modern 
building is located in a green area in the Northern part of Bucharest. The project encompasses various functions 
and technologies throughout the classrooms and laboratories, offices, cafeteria and kitchens, bedrooms, gym, 
conference room, open-air sport courts, library etc. 
The main design concept was to ensure the natural lighting and building transparency. The building parts are 
positioned at 45° related to the sport courts in order to save space and to allow for better natural lighting. 
The main technical requirements were impact resistant walls, fire protection and acoustic treatment in the rooms. 

WESTERN OUTDOOR
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IMAGINATION, VIRGILE&STONE AND MASINOPROJEKT KOPRING 

   Belgrade, SERBIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
EuroLux Co d.o.o

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 40
SPECIALITY : Gypsum and painting works

FOUNDED : 2006
MAIL : office@eurolux.co.rs

CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL 

At the end of the 2012 summer, reconstruction of the Continental Hotel Belgrade began.
The new hotel chain has established the Crowne Plaza Hotel with the highest international standards. 
The project team was very effective in realizing the project and included: famous international designers Virgile 
and Stone, local project developers Masinoprojekt, supervisors Turner, contractor Exing and Rigips installer Eurolux.
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   Tenerife, SPAIN

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Hispalis Decoracion De Interiores

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 6
SPECIALITY : Workshop of artificial stone and plaster, as 

well as sound proofing and rehabilitation engineering
FOUNDED : 2007

MAIL : hispayesos@gmail.com

VIRGILIO GUTIÉRREZ HERREROS-EUSTAQUIO MARTINEZ GARCIA-ARSENIO
PÉREZ AMARAL-ANTONIO CORONA BOSCH

IBEROSTAR MENCEY
CANARIAS HOTEL 

Hotel Mencey, opened in 1950, had been closed since 2010. The building is designated as a heritage site and is owned 
by the Canary Islands Government. The purpose of the refurbishment works performed by Iberostar, which has 
been the hotel concession company since 2009, was to not only preserve the building’s charm (façade, function 
rooms, etc.)  but to also adapt the establishment’s services to current requirements. The work restored the detailed 
decoration, although the majority of the plaster molding had to be redone onsite due to the building’s structural 
problems.
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REAL ESTATE PLANNING CONSULTANTS CO., LTD 

   Bangkok, THAILAND

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Bangkok Chain Hospital Public Company Limited 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 5000
SPECIALITY : Health Care Business

FOUNDED : 2009
MAIL : wikrom@bangkokchainhospital.com

WORLD MEDICAL CENTER

Bangkok Chain Hospital Public Company Limited or BCH has operated chain hospitals and business lines related to 
physicians for over 30 years, serving clients in Bangkok and several provinces. In 2010 they began construction on 
7 branches known as the World Medical Center. The aim is to maintain a high level of service both in Thailand and 
overseas. They hold themselves to the International medical standards emphasis on medical services, including 
specialized services for diagnostic cardiac services. Both which can be treated by cardiac catheterization and surgical 
treatment. They also provide laser surgery to correct vision problems and abdominal surgery by laparoscopy with 
modern technology by professional doctors who are specialized in various fields. 
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   Istanbul, TURKEY

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Maybe Contracting

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 15
SPECIALITY : Drylining, finishing

and rough construction
FOUNDED : 2001

NENA HOTEL

Nena Hotel is located in a highly touristic region, Sultanahmet. The original building is an old residential building 
from the 1950s. It was transformed into a small boutique hotel, and has an area of 1500 m². 
The interior walls of the building were completely removed, and the structural system was reinforced. Plasterboard 
wall systems were chosen for the partitions. In a country where traditional brick partition walls are popular, it was 
still difficult to persuade clients to use plasterboard systems. The client wanted a “solid” wall which felt as safe as 
a brick wall when touched and knocked, so the solution was to use 3 layers of plasterboard.

BEND ARCHITECTS
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BURT-HILL

   Abu Dhabi, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Al Massa / International Décor

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 215 / 110
SPECIALITY : Gypsum works & finishings /

Gypsum works & finishings
FOUNDED : 1983 / 1983

MAIL : almassad@eim.ae / idecorco@eim.ae

AL MAFRAQ HOSPITAL

Mafraq Hospital, first established in 1983, has undergone a US$870 million major expansion that will see The Abu
Dhabi Health Services Company (SEHA) triple the number of treatment rooms to 690 beds - sufficient to cover the
cities demand until post-2018. The site now spans an area of 306,803m2 with a built up area of 246,118m2 across
four patient towers of 10-12 stories. The facility will house two Royal suites and 32 VVIP suites. The original hospital,
which is among the oldest in Abu Dhabi, will benefit from the new energy-efficient building addition through waste
water recycling, fibre-optical interior sun lighting and solar panels – not to mention the regeneration of the site.
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WILLMOTT DIX

   Rugby, UK

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Willmott Dixon

SPECIALTY : Wilmott Dixon is one of the UK’s largest 
privately-owned capital works, regeneration

and support service companies. They worked
alongside Scrape, a local authority controlled

company, who is their partner in Sunesis
FOUNDED : 1852

OAKFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL

Oakfield was the first school to be completed using the Sunesis range of standardised designs to provide a flexible, 
modern teaching environment in line with all relevant regulations. The classroom areas were designed with dura-
bility, sound insulation and fire performance in mind. The ceilings were specified for aesthetics, sound absorption 
and light reflection. The stability of the high partitions was achieved with specification changes with the same 
materials. The corridor walls were also designed to work with the services, supporting them at a high level and 
allowing them to work together in the installation. The external walls were thermal engineered with both British 
Gypsum and Weber Render as a solution.



RESIDENTIAL CATEGORY

CATEGORY WINNER
Marsan Building, Spain

Audiotec Ingeniería Acustica
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   Saive, BELGIUM

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
CAP Paracheve Line

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 5
SPECIALITY : Total concepts: light weight, systems, 

acoustical & thermal insulation, carpenting, painting 
FOUNDED : 2004

MAIL : capparacheveline@capsprl.be

DETHIER ARCHITECTURE

MAISON H.

While typical Frisomat steel constructions are mostly found in industrial buildings, the client chose this architectural 
style for their private home. 
Although this is an unusual building, it was integrated into the green hilly surroundings in the Belgian Ardennes. 
These gorgeous surroundings were recently mirrored in the interior of the home: not only does a floor-to-ceiling 
window in the residential part provide a superb view of the surroundings, the curved Gyproc applications create a 
relaxing framework that, continues the rolling hills outside.
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FELIPE CORDEIRO MARTINS

   Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Artgesso Construções Ltda

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 90
SPECIALITY : Installation of Liners, Partitions,

Coatings, Steel frame and Drywall
FOUNDED : 2010

MAIL : cristiano@placocenterrj.com.br

BARRA DA TIJUCA HOUSE

This project began as a house remodeling. The house originally had colonial architecture and the clients wanted 
to make it contemporary. The residence is located near an Environmental Reserve in Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro. 
As it is a region with plenty of green space the project gained a lot because it was fully involved around the house. 
The house is approximately 2.560 m² and 7.860 m® in drywall. The construction began in July 2009 and was com-
pleted in March 2011. The end result met the high standards of design/aesthetics, acoustic comfort and high levels 
of natural light that the project required.
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   Kamenice , CZECH REPUBLIC

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Monivet, s.r.o.

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 5
SPECIALITY : Wooden buildings 

FOUNDED : 2002
MAIL : oto.dolezal@monivet.cz

LOG HOUSE “LODICE”

The owner of this family house located in the small town of Kamenice near Prague is an enthusiastic yachstman.  
The homeowner told the architect he wanted the house to resemble a yacht and be environmentally friendly. It is 
a passive standard diffusion open timber log cabin. There are unusual architectural and technical elements such 
as the number and slope of parts of the roof, the shape of the suspended ceilings, and the insulation material and 
heat recuperation.

MGA. MICHAL DOSKOČIL
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   South West FRANCE

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Plat Carr Peint

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 22
SPECIALITY : Residential, industrial, healthcare

FOUNDED : 1969
CONTACT : www.platcarrpeint.fr 

SARRACEN VAULT STAIRCASE

The present building is a prestigious secondary residence of a Parisian family whose aim was to upgrade the design 
of the entrance hall by replacing an old staircase with a new one. The challenge was to design a staircase which 
would fit into the existing “environment.” The contractor proposed a Saracen vault staircase - a technique the 
building owner was not at all familiar with. A Saracen vault staircase consists of a double arch band built using 
hollow bricks bound in plaster, and a floor consisting of natural stone treads and risers.

PLAT CARR PEINT
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   Berlin, GERMANY

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Freyer Bauunternehmen GmbH

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 25
SPECIALITY : Renovation, refurbishment

and new building, in
FOUNDED : 1990

MAIL : mail@freyergmbh.de

DIPL. ARCHITEKT PETER KAUFMANN

ROOF TOP APARTMENTS

The aim of this renovation work was to convert a 150 year old building’s attic floor into 4 luxury apartments. The 
attic floor had previously been in very poor condition. Moreover, the design of the apartments had to match the 
original architecture of the building. Therefore, the architect decided to adorn the roof with a cupola endowed 
with a lantern, and pedimental windows, which required very fine drylining work. Furthermore, fire protection and 
sound insulation aspects had to be taken into account.
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   Milan, ITALY 

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
E.T.CAM S.r.l. 

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 30
SPECIALITY : Drywall system ceilings. Fire protection

FOUNDED : 2001
MAIL : info@etcam.it

CENNI DI CAMBIAMENTO

“Cenni di cambiamento” (winds of change) is an ambitious development project over an area of 17,000 m2 in the 
west of Milan.
The project features timber load bearing structures, promoting a new approach to lifestyle through avant-garde 
construction technologies, with the objective of enhancing social interactions. 
The new development will see the construction of 124 housing units in a lively and interactive social context that 
can actively enhance quality of life. A large public central courtyard provides the space for interaction between 
the complex and the surrounding neighborhood; it is the most significant among the many areas designed for 
recreational and cultural activities, representing a strong spirit of social cohesion, which is the basis of the project.

ROSSIPRODI ASSOCIATI SRL
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   Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Practical Jaya Construction Sdn Bhd

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 20
SPECIALITY : Timber, joinery and plasterboar

ceiling and drywall construction
FOUNDED : 2002

MAIL : pjcsb@hotmail.com, kblee@pc.jaring.my 

BRUNSFIELD RESIDENCE
@ U-THANT

Brunsfield Residence @ U-Thant is well-designed and sustainable exclusive eco-lifestyle residence in the heart of 
Kuala Lumpur. Each unit boasts an area of 3,000 ft² to 6,000 ft², various units’ type.
In the rising demand for material that achieved thermal and acoustic comfort, impact and moisture resistance as 
well as superior finish appearance, Brusnfield Residence @ U-Thant entrusted Gyproc® systems and products to 
meet this requirement.

DATO’ AR HAJI HAJEEDAR ABDUL MAJID
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   Reževići, MONTENEGRO

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Enterijer Janković

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 500
SPECIALITY : Interior design 

FOUNDED : 1994
MAIL : office@enterijer-jankovic.co.rs

VILLA REZEVICI 

This luxury villa is located in Rezevici, near Budva (the top touristic destination in Montenegro). 
It is one of the most exclusive villas in Montenegro and is located on the Adriatic coast. The total interior area of the 
villa is 2.298 m² and construction took almost 7 years! Each room contains a unique ceiling and wall decorations. 
The attention to detail and high quality products used created this one of a kind villa that is valued at 8.000.000 €.

ENTERIJER JANKOVIĆ, DEZINO PROJECT MOSCOW 
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   Eindhoven, NETHERLANDS

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Van Vonderen Interior Contractors

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 135
SPECIALITY : Metal stud walls and ceilings,

acoustical walls and ceilings
FOUNDED : 1905

MAIL : jos.vdhoven@vanvonderen.nl 

DIEDEREN DIRRIX ARCHITECTEN

STRIJP S

Strijp S is part of a building park, which formally housed Phillips’ production site, located in the heart of Eindhoven. 
The buildings date from 1922. When Phillips moved out of Eindhoven in 2006, it was decided that the original form 
of the buildings should be preserved and had to be transformed into a residential area. Some buildings needed to 
be demolished, but the two largest buildings “Anton & Gerard” were completely stripped and transformed. Next 
to retail and leisure, 276 lofts were created.
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   Sandnes, NORWAY

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Jærmester AS

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 36
SPECIALITY : Residential buildings

FOUNDED : 1986
MAIL : post@jermester.no

SANDVEDPARKEN TERRASSE

Sandvedparken Terrace is originally a three part project with 94 apartments in total. The local authority granted 
planning permission for two blocks. The blocks are parallel and have a harmonious, twisted staircase form to create 
variety. The project is based on thoughtful and proven solutions, combined with resilient expression and nice details. 
The façades, which required customized Glasroc sheeting boards, are partly wood and represent the local classic 
construction method. The apartments have a very universal design, and vary in size but were built in accordance 
with high standards in order to be accessible to all individuals.

LINK ARKITEKTUR
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   Kragujevac, SERBIA

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Enterijer Stil

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 10
SPECIALITY : Drywall

FOUNDED : 2006
MAIL : enterijerstil@gmail.com

NIKOLA BANKOVIĆ

POPOVIC APARTMENT

The apartment is located in the city center, on the top floor of a residential building. Part of the apartment (the 
living room) is under a sloped roof. Specifically the ceilings’ slopes (such as blinds) are at the same angle as the roof 
itself. The roof slopes are equipped with hidden lamps and the lighting provides a special atmosphere throughout 
the area from the front door to the living room. 
The entire apartment, as well as the ceilings, is muted which makes the ceiling that much more attractive. 
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   Valladolid, SPAIN

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Audiotec Ingeniería Acustica

NB OF COLLABORATORS : 50
SPECIALITY : Acoustic Engineering Isolations

FOUNDED : 1984
CONTACT : www.audiotec.es

MARSAN BUILDING 

The Coca Building (Marsan buildings) is a high-specification residential building in the centre of the city of Valladolid. 
Not only has attention been paid to the quality of its finishes, but it is also the first building in Castilla-León to 
receive the Q+ Sound Quality certificate. This was issued after the work performed in the design and construction 
phases passed the control and monitoring audits. Gaining this distinction was made possible by using SICAE. This 
is the comprehensive rating system for sound certification in buildings which the Audiotec Acoustic Technology 
Centre validates and implements.

TAG 21
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   Bristol, UK

CONTRACTOR’S NAME
Measom

SPECIALITY : Drywall, Ceilings, Plastering, Structural 
Frame System, Render Cladding Systems, Fire Protection, 

Flooring, Project Management Software, Small Works 
Division, Brand Design and Build

FOUNDED : 1934
MAIL : enquiry@measom.co.uk

LAKESHORE BRISTOL

A grade II listed building, this office block structure has been sympathetically changed into a state of the art resi-
dential Eco building. The building uses the height from its past use to provide apartments that are fully glazed on 
the external wall. This, along with the under floor heating provides clear lines for modern living and use of space. 
The existing interior has been removed and GypWall partitions installed within the exposed concrete structure. 
These give challenging details for the design and partition contractor. The performance for sound insulation was 
greater than the regulations requirement.
Partition required high acoustic performance that needed the flexibility to adapt to an existing structure. The sound 
performance was a key client requirement and on site sound tests were carried out.

FERGUSON MANN



SEGMENT SOLUTIONS CATEGORY

Montenegro: Radoje Živković 110
Poland: Private archives 112
Romania: Serban Bonciocat 114
Russia: Alina Tsiban-Zagarina 116
Serbia: Radislav Tanasijevic 118
South Africa: Nick Baleta 120
Spain: Joaquin J. González 122
Thailand: Prasarntong, Kittipop 124
UK: Steve Baker 126

Austria: Fischer & Edelsbacher 130
Belgium: Lise Van Trijp 132
Denmark: Simon Klein-Knudsen 134
France: Didier Raux 136
Germany: Ralf Mohr 138
India: Soundarya Decorators 140
Ireland: Paul Lehane 142
Italy: Moreno Maggi 144
Montenegro: Damir Dautbegović 146
Poland: Jerzy Borkiewicz 148
Romania: ACMS 150
Serbia: Delta Real Estate 152
Spain: Hanson Free 154
Thailand: Huilayhui Co., Ltd. 156
Turkey: Emincan Alemdaroğlu 158

RESIDENTIAL CATEGORY
UK: Steve Baker 162

Belgium: Serge Brison & Ann Cornelis (SG) 166
Brazil: Rafael Wallace de Barros Fernandes 168
Czech Republic: Jan Kroupa 170
France: Plat Carr Peint 172
Germany: Lars Trojan 174
Italy: Lorenzo Bartoli 176
Malaysia: Nur Afiqah Binti Zulkifle 178
Montenegro: Milan Grbić 180
Netherlands: Pieter Bas 182
Norway: Kim Laland (BITMAP) 184
Serbia: Predrag Miladinović 186
Spain: Álvaro Sanroman 188
UK: Steve Baker 190

INNOVATION & SUSTAINABILITY CATEGORY

Netherlands: Pieter Bas 26
Poland: Jerzy Borkiewicz 28
Romania: Cristian Mihaescu 30
Serbia: Bosko Popic 32
Slovakia: Štefan Máni 34
Spain: Álvaro Sanroman 36

PLASTER CATEGORY
Argentina: Barbara Schkolnik 44

Austria: Franz Efler, Franz Pfluegl 62
Brazil: Marcelo Donadussi 64
China: Jin Chenhuan 66
France: Didier Raux 68
Germany:  TM Ausbau GmbH 70
Ireland: Google 72
Italy: Lorenzo Bartoli 74
Montenegro: Enigma Bolt System 76
Netherlands: Pieter Bas / Fotograaf MAT 78
Poland: Jerzy Borkiewicz 80
Romania: Constantin Pora 82
Russia: Andrey Nechaev 84
Serbia: Stanko Kostic 86
Spain: Hanson Free 88
Sweden: Ryno Quants 90
UK: Steve Baker 92
USA: Bret Knight 94

Belgium: Gregory Mees 46
France: Didier Raux 48
Italy: Lorenzo Bartoli 50
Montenegro: Mitu Ioan Catalin 52
Serbia: Saša Živković 54
Spain: Álvaro Sanroman 56
UK: Steve Baker 58

Switzerland: Beni Basler/Thomas Entzeroth/Hannes Henz 38
40UK: Steve Baker

Canada: Ryerson University, Norm Betts 102
104Finland: Mikko Pitkänen, Alias Studiot Oy

Germany: Malerwerkstätten Heinrich Schmid GmbH & Co. KG JOSE ARJONA 106
India: Mr. Varun Gupta 108

P H O T O G R A P H Y  C R E D I T S
PLASTERBOARD CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL CATEGORY

Austria: Werner Luttenberger 8
Belgium: Ann Cornelis 10

Croatia: Jadran Babić, Split 14

Germany: Photo Graf 20
India: Sanjeev Kumar 22
Ireland: Donal Murphy 24

Czech Republic: Jan Kroupa 16
France: Didier Raux 18

Brazil: Gerson Lima 12

Austria: Brigitte Gradwohl 98
Belgium: Fons Condes 100

192

UAE: Al Massa / International Décor 160

193
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